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Significantly improve your yoga practice and flexibility with the ProsourceFit Cinch Buckle Yoga Strap. It is designed to assist you in reaching
further for deep stretches and holding poses that may otherwise be unattainable. Using the strap helps maintain proper form and prevents
muscle strain in poses such as dancer’s pose, boat pose, headstands, and pigeon pose. By extending your reach, it helps you safely progress
in flexibility so you can hold stretches and poses longer. It is also very useful for general stretching to help increase range of motion, mobility
and reduce pain from tight muscles. Perfect for seated or standing stretches and exercises, over-head and behind-the-back shoulder stretches,
front and back of thigh stretches, and hip openers. The 8-foot durable cotton stretching strap is long enough for even tall users and is ideal for
most heights. The high-tensile weave is strong and maintains its shape while providing resistance for repeated stretches and poses. A plastic
cinch buckle holds the strap securely, making it a great workout companion. For questions or concerns, please contact customer service: (855)
552-2637. We are open Monday - Friday from 8:30AM - 4:30PM Pacific Standard Time 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
12,90 €

Discount -4,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerProsourceFit 
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ProsourceFit Cinch Buckle Yoga Strap
 

Description Cinch Buckle Yoga Strap:MAKES STRETCHING EASIER - Assists with reaching further and holding stretches longer to increase
flexibilityIMPROVE YOGA POSES – Helps you extend your reach, maintain form, and hold poses safely to improve your yoga
practiceDURABLE – High-tensil weave made with durable cotton to withstand regular use with a plastic cinch buckle for a secure closureIDEAL
SIZE - 8 feet by 1.5 inch size is ideal for most people and suitable for even tall users for frustration free stretchingMULTIPURPOSE – Not only
intended for yogis, straps are also great for muscle recovery, rehabilitation and physical therapy 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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